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In order to improve the intelligent vehicle lane-changing performance, an active lane-changing control algorithm is proposed
considering the changes of road curvature and vehicle speed. Firstly, the vehicle dynamics model considering vehicle speed
variation and lane-changing safety distance is established, and the expected lane-changing trajectory model under the curved
road is designed simultaneously. Then, taking the yaw rate and longitudinal speed as the control objectives of lateral and
longitudinal motions, respectively, the sliding-mode variable structure control method based on Lyapunov stability condition is
adopted, and the trajectory tracking controller is designed by combining the inverted method to track the desired lane-
changing trajectory. Finally, the lane-changing trajectory model and trajectory tracking controller are verified in simulation
platform of CarSim/Simulink and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) test bench. The results show that the proposed trajectory
tracking control method can perform the lane-changing behavior well under different road curvatures and vehicle speeds while
maintaining high trajectory tracking control accuracy.

1. Introduction

Intelligent vehicle sensors fusion algorithm and intelligent
control have become the research hotpots in the field of
automotive engineering [1, 2]. As a key technology of intel-
ligent vehicle, active lane-changing can efficiently improve
traffic safety, which has attracted researchers’ extensive
attention [3].

At present, the study of active lane-changing control of
intelligent vehicle focuses on lane-changing trajectory plan-
ning and tracking control. For the lane-changing trajectory
planning, the commonly used trajectory planning methods
are utilizing the Bezier curve, spline curve, and polynomial
curve. The Bezier curve can solve the desired trajectory
according to the selected multiple control points, but the
generated trajectory is easily affected by the order and num-
ber of control points, which will lead to the discontinuity of
the curve [4]. The spline curve can be used to plan the arc
trajectory and the sine trajectory, which overcomes the
problem of curvature mutation, but the spline curve is

mainly used for static planning [5]. The polynomial curve
has been widely used in trajectory planning because of its
fast calculation speed, continuous curvature, and real-time
control [6–8]. In addition, the reverse trapezoid acceleration
curve is used to calculate the desired yaw angle and yaw rate
during lane-changing, so as to generate the lane-changing
trajectory [9]. Although the trapezoidal acceleration method
can be used to design lane-changing trajectory with mini-
mum lateral acceleration, the method is mainly used under
straight road conditions [10].

At present, the study of active lane-changing control
mainly focuses on straight road. Wang and Wang pro-
posed a lateral switching control strategy based on the
dynamics model of the road error [11]. The lateral switch-
ing steering controller designed by the strategy improved
the path tracking accuracy and stability of the control sys-
tem. Brown et al. [12] proposed a control framework
which combined local path planning and tracking by using
the model prediction control (MPC) to realize the vehicle
safety and minimum deviation from the target path. Liu
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et al. proposed the preview PID trajectory tracking control
by introducing the lane-changing risk coefficient to deter-
mine the lane-hanging opportunity and realized the lane-
changing trajectory tracking control on the straight road
[13]. Wang et al. proposed a path tracking algorithm
based on the finite element method and steady-state pre-
diction dynamic correction theory [14]. For the curved
road conditions, the change of road curvature had a cer-
tain impact on the trajectory tracking effect. Peng et al.
established an emergency obstacle avoidance safety lane-
changing model considering the interaction of “man-
vehicle-road” but did not consider the influence of vehicle
speed changing [15].

Most of the above algorithms fail to consider the influ-
ence of road curvature in lane-changing process and usually
set the vehicle speed as a constant value. However, the
changing road curvature and vehicle speed are two impor-
tant influencing factors in lane-changing process; it is neces-
sary to consider their influence in the design of control
algorithm. Therefore, the tracking control method of back-
stepping sliding mode controller is adopted to control the
longitudinal and lateral motion of lane changing process in
this paper, so as to improve the robustness of intelligent
vehicle active lane changing to the change of road environ-
ment. Firstly, the vehicle dynamics model is established,
and the minimum safe lane-changing distance is established.
Then, according to vehicle state constraints at the lane-
changing initial and final time, the longitudinal and horizon-
tal lane-changing trajectory planning is carried out under
the curved road condition. After that, the steady-state feed-
forward control is established, and the backstepping sliding
mode trajectory tracking feedback controller is designed to
track the lateral trajectory and longitudinal speed. Finally,
in order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed control
strategy and algorithm, the simulations and hardware-in-
the-loop test are carried out under different curve lane-
changing conditions. And the results show that by the pro-
posed method good performance in tracking accuracy, lat-
eral motion stability, and robustness to variable road
curvature have been obtained.

2. Vehicle Dynamics Model

In order to reduce the calculation parameters and reduce the
computational complexity, the vehicle roll and pitch
motions are ignored, and the influence of wind speed is
not considered. It is assumed that the level of road surface
is good and enough tire adhesion can be provided during
lane-changing. When the vehicle runs at high speed, the
change range of steering wheel angle is in the linear area of
tire. Then, the vehicle dynamics model can adopt a vehicle
three-degree-of-freedom model with longitudinal and lateral
coupling to reflect the longitudinal and lateral motion state
changes during the process of vehicle lane-changing [16].

As shown in Figure 1, the state equation of the model
can be expressed as

m _vx =mvy _φ + Fxf cos δf + Fxr − Fyf sin δf − Rxr − Rxf cos δf ,
m _vy = −mvx _φ + Fxf sin δf + Fyf cos δf + Fyr − Rxf sin δf ,
Iz€φ = l f Fxf sin δf + l f Fyf cos δf − lr Fyr − l f Rxf sin δf :

8>><
>>:

ð1Þ

Since the front-wheel angle of the vehicle is generally
small at high speed, it can be approximately considered sin
δf ≈ δf , cos δf ≈ 1. Therefore, the above model be further
simplified as

_vx = −f Rg + vy _φ − 2k1
vy + l f _φ

mvx
+ Fx

m
,

_vy =
2k1 + 2k2

mvx
vy − vx −

2l f k1 − 2lrk2
mvx

� �
_φ + λFx − 2k1

m
δf ,

€φ =
2lrk22 + 2l f k21

Izvx
_φ +

2l f k1 − 2lrk2
Izvx

vy +
λFxlf − 2l f k1

Iz
δf ,

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð2Þ

where Fxf and Fyf are the longitudinal and lateral forces
on the front wheels, respectively; Fxr and Fyr are the
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Figure 1: The 3-DOF vehicle model.
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longitudinal and lateral forces on the rear wheels, respec-
tively; Rxf and Rxr are the resistance of the ground to the
front and rear wheels, respectively; vx and vy are the longitu-
dinal and lateral speeds, respectively; k1 and k2 are the cor-
nering stiffness of the front and rear wheels, respectively; _φ
represents yaw rate; m is vehicle mass; l f and lr are the dis-
tance from the center of gravity to the front and rear axles,
respectively; δf , f R, cx, cz , and θ are used to represent the
front steering angle, rolling resistance coefficient, air drag
coefficient, air lift coefficient and sideslip angle, respectively;
and λ = lr/ðl f + lrÞ.

3. Lane-Changing Safety Distance Model

When there is an obstacle in front of the vehicle, the vehicle
needs to change its lane, and the relative distance between
the vehicle and the obstacle can be collected by the sensing
module, so as to establish the lane-changing safety distance
model and judge whether the distance at the current
moment meets the lane-changing requirements in real time.

According to the relative driving state of the front vehi-
cle and the self-vehicle detected by the vehicular sensors, in
order to avoid collision, the relative distance between the
self-vehicle and the front-vehicle before lane-changing
should meet the following condition:

d tð Þ = d 0ð Þ +
ðt
0

ðτ
0
Δað Þdτdt + Δvð Þt − L −W sin θ ≥ 0, ð3Þ

where dð0Þ is the distance between the two vehicles at the
initial time; Δa and Δv are the relative acceleration and rel-
ative speed, respectively; L, W, and θ are the length of the
vehicle, the width of the vehicle, and the angle between vehi-
cle speed direction and lane tangent line, respectively.

Therefore, the minimum safety distance between the two
vehicles at the initial lane-changing time is

d 0ð Þmin =
ðt
0

ðτ
0
−Δað Þdτdt + −Δvð Þt + L +W sin θ: ð4Þ

If the road is curved, the relative distance between the
two vehicles obtained from the above formula is the arc dis-
tance along the lane line. However, the detection distance of
vehicular sensor is the linear distance between two vehicles,
so it is necessary to convert the arc distance shown in (4)
into the chord distance.

l 0ð Þmin = 2R sin d 0ð Þmin
2Rð Þ

� �
, ð5Þ

where R is the radius of the road centerline.

4. Expected Lane-Changing Trajectory
Design under the Curved Road

Safe and reasonable lane-changing tracking is the precondi-
tion to achieve the purpose of driving when the vehicle
changes its lane or overtakes other vehicles on the curved

road. The curvature of the trajectory should be stable and
continuous, and the constraints of vehicle dynamics should
be satisfied. In this paper, the influence of the remaining
vehicles in the target lane in the lane-changing process is
not considered when designing the lane-changing tracking
on the curved road. It is assumed that the curvature centers
o1 of the inner and outer road centerlines coincide and
remain unchanged, and the radius R of the current road cen-
terline is known. The inertial coordinate system is estab-
lished by taking the vehicle mass centroid at the beginning
of lane-changing as the origin. The x-axis is the forward
direction along the speed, and the y-axis is perpendicular
to the vehicle direction and pointing to the left. The vehicle
lane-changing process on the curve road can be divided into
the linear motion pointing to the center of the circle and the
rotating motion around the circle. The displacement of the
linear motion is yðtÞ and the rotation angle displacement
of the vehicle around the o1 is αðtÞ, shown in Figure 2.

In order to ensure that the lane-changing trajectory
meets the characteristics of continuity, smoothness, and
monotony, the motion trajectory of linear motion adopts
the quintic polynomial. Equation (6) is the general mathe-
matical expression of quintic polynomial function.

y tð Þ = ay0 + ay1t + ay2t
2 + ay3t

3 + ay4t
4 + ay5t

5, ð6Þ

where t is the lane-changing time, ayiði = 0, 1,⋯, 5Þ is the
polynomial coefficient, and yðtÞ is the lateral displacement.

According to the vehicle motion state before and after
lane-changing, the motion conditions of linear motion at
the initial time and at the end of lane-changing are as fol-
lows:

y 0ð Þ = 0,
_y 0ð Þ = 0,
€y 0ð Þ = 0,
y teð Þ = ye,
_y teð Þ = 0,
€y teð Þ = 0,

8>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð7Þ
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of lane-changing tracking planning.
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where ye is the lane width and te is the final time of lane-
changing. Substituting the constraint conditions in (7) into
(6), the trajectory of linear motion is

y tð Þ = ye
t5e

10t2e t3 − 15tet4 + 6t5
� �

: ð8Þ

By calculating the second derivative of equation (8), the
are is

are =
60ye
t5e

t2e t − 3tet2 + 2t3
� �

: ð9Þ

The longitudinal displacement of the vehicle mass-
centroid along the road centerline is changed with sinusoidal
acceleration, and the vehicle longitudinal acceleration is
designed with sine function.

ax = A sin ωt, ð10Þ

where A and ω are the amplitude of sine function and angu-
lar velocity, respectively.

According to the characteristics of lane-changing behav-
ior, the initial state and final state of the rotation motion
around o1 are as follows:

lx 0ð Þ = 0,
_lx 0ð Þ = v0,
€lx 0ð Þ = 0,
_lx teð Þ = ve,
€lx teð Þ = 0,

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

ð11Þ

where v0 and ve are the longitudinal speed at the beginning
and end of lane-changing, respectively. We make the period
of the longitudinal acceleration function be T = 2te. Accord-
ing to the formula of longitudinal acceleration and the con-
straint conditions of longitudinal motion, the following
equation is obtained:

ðte
0
A sin ωtð Þdt = ve − v0,

2π
ω

= T:

8>><
>>: ð12Þ

Then, the coefficients A and ω are computed as

A = ve − v0ð Þπ
2te

,

ω = π

te
:

8>><
>>: ð13Þ

By quadratic integration of (10), the trajectory along the
road centerline when the vehicle rotates around lxðtÞ is
obtained.

lx tð Þ = v0t −
A
ω2 sin ωt + A

ω
t: ð14Þ

The rotational angular displacement αðtÞ of the vehicle
around the center of curvature o1 is

α tð Þ = l tð Þ
R − y tð Þ : ð15Þ

The lateral acceleration of the vehicle during lane-
changing can be expressed as

ay = are +
v2x tð Þ
R

= are +
v0 − A/ωð Þ cos ωt − 1ð Þ½ �2

R − y tð Þ : ð16Þ

According to the geometric relationship of vehicle
motion, the expected lane-changing trajectory in the inertial
coordinate system is related to the road curvature R. Thus,
the XcðtÞ and YcðtÞ are

Xc tð Þ = R − y tð Þ½ � sin α tð Þ,
Yc tð Þ = R − R − y tð Þ½ � cos α tð Þ:

(
ð17Þ

The desired yaw angle can be expressed as

φd = arctan
_Yc

_Xc

 !
, ð18Þ

where XcðtÞ is the longitudinal position of vehicle centroid
and YcðtÞ is the lateral position of vehicle centroid.

The transformation relationship between vehicle coordi-
nate system and inertial coordinate system is

_X = vx cos φ − vy sin φ,
_Y = vx sin φ + vy cos φ:

8<
: ð19Þ

Under the high-speed driving condition, considering the
vehicle stability and riding comfort in the process of lane-
changing on the curve road, the longitudinal and lateral

Table 1: The simulation parameters.

Name Value

Vehicle mass m (kg) 1150

Wheelbase L (mm) 2600

Front wheel wheelbase l f mmð Þ 1040

Rear wheel wheelbase lr mmð Þ 1560

Moment of inertia kg · m2� �
1534

Front wheel lateral stiffness k1 N · rad−1
� �

-65707.9

Front wheel lateral stiffness k2 N · rad−1
� �

-72489.08

Rolling resistance coefficient f R 0.02

Air drag coefficient cx 0.3

Air lift coefficient cz 0.005
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acceleration needs to be limited within a certain safety range
[17], that is,

axj j ≤ 2m/s2,
ay
�� �� ≤min 0:4g, 0:67μgf g,

(
ð20Þ

where g is the acceleration of gravity.
To sum up, considering the road curvature and vehicle

state parameters, the lane-changing trajectory in inertial
coordinate system shown in (17) can be obtained, and the
trajectory meets the vehicle dynamics constraints expressed
in (20).

5. Trajectory Tracking Controller Design

In order to track the desired lane-changing trajectory stably,
the longitudinal motion control and lateral motion control
are needed when the vehicle is changing lanes actively. In
this paper, a backstepping sliding mode trajectory tracking
controller is designed based on inverted method [18] and
sliding mode control theory to realize real-time feedback
control of longitudinal and transverse motion of vehicle.

5.1. Lateral Control in Trajectory Tracking. In this paper, the
problem of vehicle trajectory tracking control is studied. In
the stable lane-changing process, the sideslip angle is very
small. Therefore, in order to facilitate the study, only the
yaw angle and yaw rate are used as the lateral motion control
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Figure 3: Comparison of trajectory tracking control effects.
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variables when designing the trajectory-tracking lateral con-
troller. According to the desired lane-changing trajectory,
the integrated active front-wheel steering trajectory-
tracking controller based on feedforward and feedback is
established to improve the trajectory-tracking accuracy of
vehicle on the curved roads.

The lane-changing tracking is actually tracking the
expected motion state. According to (16), the lateral acceler-
ation based on the desired lane-changing trajectory can be
obtained. Therefore, when the vehicle is running steadily,
the relationship between the front-wheel angle and the lat-
eral acceleration is as follows:

Gay
=
ay tð Þ
δf

= v2x tð Þ
L 1 + Kv2x tð Þð Þ , ð21Þ

where Gay
is the steady-state lateral acceleration gain, K is

the stability factor, and K = ðm/L2Þððl f /k2Þ − ðlr/k1ÞÞ. There-
fore, combining (16) and (21), when the vehicle tracks the
lane-changing stably, the following equation is satisfied:

δf 1 =
ay tð Þ
Gay

= ay ·
L 1 + Kv2x tð Þ� �

v2x tð Þ : ð22Þ

The desired front-wheel angle can be obtained by using
the feedforward control based on the expected acceleration,
but the tracking accuracy cannot be guaranteed. In this sec-
tion, the sliding mode variable structure control with expo-
nential reaching law is used, and the feedback control
system is designed by combining the backstepping method.
The feedback correction is carried out on the basis of the
feedforward control, so as to track the driving state of the
vehicle. The deviation between the actual yaw angle and
the expected yaw angle is taken as the tracking error

e1 = φ − φd: ð23Þ

Lyapunov function is selected as

V1 =
1
2 e1

2: ð24Þ

The first-order derivative of (24) is obtained as

_V1 = e1 _e1 = e1 _φ − _φdð Þ: ð25Þ

In order to realize the tracking stability, (25) needs to
satisfy _V1 ≤ 0, and the sliding mode function is defined as

s1 = c1e1 + _e1, ð26Þ

where c1 > 0, and the virtual control can be taken as

_φ = s1 − c1e1 + _φd: ð27Þ

Then, (25) can be expressed as

_V1 = e1s1 − c1e1
2: ð28Þ

If s1 = 0, then _V1 ≤ 0, and the Lyapunov stability condi-
tion is satisfied, that is, equation (22) can be stable in finite
time.

According to the designed sliding mode function, the
Lyapunov function is redefined as

V2 =V1 +
1
2 s1

2: ð29Þ

Because of _s1 = c1 _e1 + €φ − €φd , the first-order derivation of
(29) can be obtained as

_V2 = e1s1 − c1e1
2 + s1

"
c1 _e1 +

2lrk22 + 2l f k21
Izvx

_φ

+
2l f k1 − 2lrk2

Izvx
vy + u2 − €φd

#
,

ð30Þ

where u1 = Fx, u2 = ðλFxlf − 2l f k1/IzÞδf . In order to satisfy

the requirements _V2 ≤ 0, the control law is designed as fol-
lows:

u2 = −c1 _e1 −
2lrk22 + 2l f k21

Izvx
_φ −

2l f k1 − 2lrk2
Izvx

vy

+ €φd − e1 − η1s1 − λ1 sgn s1ð Þ:
ð31Þ

By substituting the above control law into (27), we get

_V2 = −c1e1
2 − η1s1

2 − λ1 s1j j: ð32Þ

Due to −c1e12 − η1s1
2 − λjs1j ≤ 0, the designed control

law can ensure that the tracking error of the system con-
verges to 0 in a limited time, and the lateral control system
can track the desired yaw rate during lane-changing.
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5.2. Longitudinal Control in Trajectory Tracking. The pur-
pose of vehicle longitudinal control is to make the vehicle
meet the demand of speed changing during lane-changing.
The vehicle longitudinal control also adopts the backstep-
ping sliding mode control method. The longitudinal force
of the vehicle is taken as the control object, and the deviation
between the actual longitudinal displacement of the vehicle
and the longitudinal displacement of the desired trajectory
is taken as the tracking error of the controller.

e2 = X − Xc: ð33Þ

Similarly, the longitudinal control law in lane-changing
is

u1 =
m

cos φ
	
−c2 _e2 + vx _φ sin φ + _vy sin φ

+ vy cos φ − e2 − η2s2 − λ2 sgn s2ð Þ

− f Rcz − cxð Þv2x +mfRg −mvy _φ + 2k1

vy + l f _φ

vx
:

ð34Þ

The output of trajectory tracking controller based on
backstepping sliding mode is

Fx

δf 2

" #
=

u1
Izu2

λl f Fx − 2l f k1

2
64

3
75, ð35Þ

where λ1 > 0, η1 ≥ 0, λ2 > 0, and η2 ≥ 0.

In conclusion, the output of the active lane-changing
controller is

Fx = u1,
δf = δf 1 + δf 2:

(
ð36Þ

6. Simulation and Analysis

In order to verify the effectiveness of the trajectory tracking
control algorithm proposed in this paper, the traditional tra-
jectory tracking control method (preview control method)
[19] is selected for comparison. The parameters required
for simulation are shown in Table 1.

6.1. Simulation under the Same Lane-Changing Condition.
The driving condition as the two-lane road is set with 400
meters curvature radius, and the road is under good driving
condition with the adhesion coefficient μ = 0:8.
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Figure 6: Hardware-in-the-loop test platform.
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According to the limited speed requirements of different
lanes of the expressway, vehicles need to accelerate when
changing lanes to meet the speed requirements of the target
lane. Therefore, according to the minimum road speed
requirements, the current-lane driving speed is set as
60 km/h, and the target speed is 90 km/h at the end of lane
change. The center line radius of the outer lane is 400m,
and the lane change time is set as 8 s.

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the trajectory tracking and
lateral position error, respectively. It can be seen from
Figure 3(a) that the lane-changing trajectory generated by
the proposed trajectory planning method can be tangent to
the center line of the target lane, and the trajectory curvature
changes continuously without mutation. It can be seen from
Figure 3(b) that the maximum lateral position error of the
trajectory tracking control strategy proposed in this paper
is only -0.047m. However, the maximum value of lateral
position error based on preview follow control is 0.205m,
and the lateral error at the end of lane change is 0.175m,
which deviates from the center line of the target lane.

Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show yaw angle and yaw angle
error, respectively. It is obvious that the two control methods
have good control effect of yaw angle tracking. But it can be
seen from Figure 3(d) that the yaw angle tracking error with
the control strategy proposed in this paper is less than
0.001 rad, and the tracking effect is more stable and the
tracking accuracy is higher. Through comparison, it can be
seen that the designed trajectory tracking controller in this
paper has better trajectory tracking effect.

As shown in Figure 4, the maximum value of lateral
acceleration during lane-changing is 1.64m/s2, and the max-

imum value of longitudinal acceleration is 1.69m/s2. Lateral
motion state meets the lateral motion stability requirements
of (16), and the longitudinal acceleration curve satisfies the
general form of sine curve.

6.2. Simulation under Different Road Curvatures. In order to
verify that the proposed trajectory planning and tracking
control method can meet the needs of lane-changing under
different curvatures, two kinds of curved roads with radius
400m and 600m are set for lane-changing simulation test
under the same working condition.

It can be seen from Figures 5(a) and 5(e) that when
the radius is 400m, the maximum yaw angle required to
complete lane-changing is 0.416 rad, and the maximum
vehicle trajectory on y-axis is Ymax = 37:65m. When the
radius is 600m, the maximum yaw angle required to com-
plete lane-changing is 0.279 rad, and the maximum vehicle
trajectory on y-axis is Ymax = 26:6m. It can be found out
that the larger the radius, the smoother the lane change
trajectory. By comparing the errors of Figures 5(b) and
5(f), when the radius is 600m, the maximum lateral error
at the end of lane-changing is 0.032m, which is 0.015m
less than that at the end of lane-changing when the radius
is 400m, and the yaw angle error is smaller. It can be con-
cluded that the trajectory planning and tracking control
method designed in this paper has better tracking effect
on the curve with the larger radius. It can be seen from
Figures 5(c) and 5(d) that after changing the curve radius,
the control results of the longitudinal speed are basically
the same, and the speed tracking error is smaller when
the curvature is larger.
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Figure 7: HIL test results.
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7. Hardware-in-the-Loop Test

In order to further verify the effectiveness of the designed
trajectory tracking control algorithm and the correctness of
the simulation analysis, the HIL test is carried out for the
designed algorithm. The simulation scene and data acquisi-
tion interface are established in the upper computer and
then downloaded to the lower computer based on LabVIEW
RT real-time system after compiling. The HIL test platform
(shown in Figure 6) mainly includes an upper computer,
steer-by-wire module, brake-by-wire module, PXI and its
data acquisition card, angle torque sensor, and pressure
sensor.

The HIL test condition is set to be consistent with the
simulation condition. And the HIL test is carried out under
the expressway curve lane-changing condition. The test
results of the track tracking, yaw angle tracking, and speed
control in the lane-changing process are compared and
analyzed.

It can be seen from the results shown in Figure 7 that the
HIL test and simulation analysis have the same driving
trend. Table 2 shows the deviation between the simulation
analysis results and the HIL test results when t = 8 s, that
is, the simulation values is smaller to the HIL values. The
data show that the HIL test results is basically consistent
with the simulation and can perform lane-changing opera-
tion function accurately.

To sum up, comparing the results of HIL test and simu-
lation analysis under two different curvature sections, it is
found out that the lane-changing trajectory planning and
tracking control method proposed in this paper performs
well under the high-speed driving conditions. Due to the sig-
nal response delay of HIL test system, the tracking effect of
the system lags behind that of the software simulation. Thus,
the HIL test verifies the feasibility and effectiveness of the
lane-changing trajectory planning and tracking control
method proposed in this paper.

8. Conclusions

In this paper, a longitudinal and lateral coordinated trajec-
tory planning method is proposed for vehicle active lane-
changing on curved roads under the high-speed condition.
On the basis of feedforward steering control, a longitudinal
and lateral coordinated trajectory tracking feedback control-
ler is designed by using inversion method and sliding mode
theory, which realizes the yaw angle control and vehicle
speed control while lane-changing.

The co-simulation model based on CarSim/Simulink
hardware-in-the-loop test bench is built, which are carried
out under different road curvature conditions to verify the

effectiveness of the proposed strategy and methods. The
experimental results show that the lateral trajectory error is
less than 0.1m at the end of lane-changing, and the tracking
control accuracy is higher than the traditional control
method. The larger the curvature radius of the road is, the
higher the tracking accuracy is, and the smaller the lateral
trajectory error and vehicle speed control error are. It shows
that the trajectory planning method proposed in this paper
can meet the requirements of high-speed lane-changing
under different curvature radius and can accurately and
quickly complete the trajectory tracking control, ensuring
that the lateral position error and longitudinal speed control
error are kept in a small range.

In this paper, it is assumed that the driving environment
of the target lane meets the lane-change requirements, and
only the lane change trajectory planning and tracking in
the ideal curve scene are discussed. In the future study, the
influence of other vehicles in lane-changing will be fully con-
sidered, so as to achieve safer and more reasonable obstacle
avoidance ability.
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